Art Gone Waterfall
Die Instructions

White Card Base

5½x8½

Black Card Front

5½x4¼

Decorative Paper

4x4

Decorative Strip

4x1

Waterfall Pull Strip (black) 8 ½ x 1 ¾
4 white cardstock pieces 1 ¾ x 1 ¾
stamp images on these and color
4-mats to mat image
2x2
should be ¼ inch larger than base image piece

Take black card front and adhere the 4 x 4 decorative paper and the decorative strip. Not necessary to use decorative paper – design to your taste. For instruction
purposes it makes it easier to see how to place the die pieces.
Take the smaller die piece with the two cutting slits and place on paper as shown. The slit with the notch should be to the center of the card front. Turn the die
over, place die on paper and cut.

Take the black waterfall pull strip and the second die with the score lines. Place the die at the end of the
strip as shown and run through the die cut machine. Fold all the score lines as shown. Place tape or glue
on the end—up to the first folded score line.

Take the waterfall mechanism strip and remove the tape—insert into the notched cut on the front cover piece up to the folded score line only and adhere. Take
the back of the strip and insert in the same notched slit and pull though the back and up to the front through the straight slit as shown.

Now you are ready to attach your colored waterfall images. You can attach them either portrait or landscape orientation. For this example we are showing
landscape. For portrait orientation you would just turn the images 80 degrees—top of the image at the fold.
Pull the waterfall strip until you only have on rectangle showing on the strip—place adhesive between score lines on the strip—either glue or tape. Images
should be lined up so that you are adhering the last piece first and ending with the first piece you want showing on top.
Lay the last image piece lining it up with the folded edge of the waterfall strip and adhere into place. Push the strip until the second scored area becomes visible.
Place adhesive between score line and ahere the next piece into place as shown. Repeat for the last two pieces.

Take the completed front card piece and place adhesive on the back making sure not to have any adhesive come into contact with the waterfall mechanism strip
that shows through the back. Attach to the card base, trim the mechanism strip to the card size and you are done. If you want you can attach a circle or ribbon
to the strip to make it more noticeable that this is an interactive card and you can pull the strip.
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